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WHAT’S THE STORY?
Investors were in for a rocky ride during the fourth quarter of 2018 as risk asset prices
jerked lower and confidence crumbled. Although markets fear the US may now be
in late cycle stage, the Federal Reserve shrank its balance sheet further. However,
it did temper its 2019 interest rate hike projections from three to two. A mediocre
showing at the US mid-term elections failed to dampen President Trump’s enthusiasm
for his trade spat with China, damaging the Chinese economy. Meanwhile in Europe,
business sentiment melted as tensions bubbled away over Brexit, Italy’s unsustainable
fiscal proposals, and civil unrest in France.
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Asset-wise, US equities lost ground so that 2018 performance entered negative
territory. UK equities suffered from Brexit woes, and Japanese equities also plunged.
Although emerging market equities and debt provided some respite, high yield debt,
REITs and listed infrastructure were hurt. Certain sovereigns assumed their safe haven
role, with US Treasuries, gilts, bunds and Australian bond yields compressing.
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Source: Lipper, LGIM as at 31 December 2018. Total Return net of tax and charges. I-Class
GBP Accumulation. Please remember, the value of investments and any income from them
may fall as well as rise and you may get back less than you invest. Past performance is not
a guide to future performance.

FUND REVIEW
The fund delivered a negative return over the quarter. Led by the stand-out performers of
2017 and early 2018: US technology stocks, risk assets have taken a tumble. Even Japanese
equities plummeted, despite their strong recovery in the third quarter after encouraging signs
of Japanese economic growth. Against this backdrop, US and UK equities damaged portfolio
performance the most, followed by European and Japanese equities. Conversely, emerging
market local currency debt, European government bonds and gilts outperformed.
In terms of portfolio changes: during November, we added a new commodities position to our
strategic asset allocation, in order to diversify; taking exposure to an asset class which has
historically outperformed during the late cycle stage. We reduced our Global REITs position,
as it continues to outperform broad equities. Elsewhere, we shifted some of our sovereign
bond exposure from Australian and broad-market European debt to Italian government bonds,
to take advantage of the strong relative value opportunity which opened up during the Italian
budget tensions. In December, once Italy stabilised and credit spreads normalised, we took
profits. On the inflation side, we reassigned some of our global inflation-linked bond exposure
to Treasury inflation-protected securities to protect against inflation in the US. Also, we
reintroduced US energy stocks as they have underperformed versus their usual relationship
with the oil price. This is based on our thesis that the oil price is likely to be buoyed after
bottoming out during December.

OUTLOOK
We see next year as the start of the twilight zone between expansion and a downturn marking
the end of the cycle; an environment where a point forecast for equities at the end of 2019
becomes increasingly useless. However, those hoping for a return to tranquillity may be
disappointed. Currently, we prefer European and Japanese to US stocks; we also favour the
technology and US energy sectors.
In fixed income and currency markets, the interest rate differential between the US and
elsewhere could widen, triggering more US dollar appreciation and yield increases in the
first half of the year. However, US exceptionalism may run out of steam by mid-year as the
focus switches to 2020’s election. In 2019, pressure on the euro could continue as Brexit
negotiations go to the wire, and the confrontation between the Italian government and the
European Commission heads into the eleventh hour.
One important concern is the potential for a persistent change in the relationship between
equities and bonds. Bonds’ shock-absorbing capacity could disappear when an inflationary
mindset takes hold. We expect continued pressure on credit markets. However, consistent
with our constructive outlook for emerging market fundamentals; emerging market debt (both
hard and local currency) looks increasingly interesting.
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RISK PROFILE CONFIRMATION STATEMENT
The Risk Profile Volatility Band data is supplied by Distribution Technology.
Although this product has been designed with Distribution Technology’s
Dynamic Planner model in mind – and these are the risk ratings we
specifically target – the portfolios can be risk-mapped to different risk
profilers. Distribution Technology has assessed the Legal & General
Multi-Index 3 Fund and their analysis has indicated that the fund has
remained in line with the fund risk profile 3 (as at 31 December 2018).
^Expected volatility (as at 31 December 2018) as calculated by LGIM using
data provided by Distribution Technology.
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12.6 – 14.7

13.9

6
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TARGET ASSET ALLOCATION BREAKDOWN
All data source LGIM unless otherwise stated. Totals may not sum due to rounding. As at 31 December 2018.
*Implemented through futures.
**Including bond futures.
Government Bonds
Legal & General Glob IL Bond Idx Fund & Direct Bonds
Legal & General All Stocks Gilts Index Trust
L&G Euro Treasury Bond Index Fund**
Direct Australian Govt Bond holding

Equities
Legal & General UK Index Trust
Legal & General European Index Trust
Legal & General US Index Trust
Legal & General Japan Index Trust
Legal & General Global Emerging Markets Index Fund
Russell 2000 Index*
Legal & General Pacific Index Trust
Legal & General UK Mid Cap Index Fund
STOXX 600 Utilities Index*
NASDAQ 100 Index*
S&P Energy Index*

23.5
12.0
9.5
1.5
0.5

Cash
Cash

Credit and EMD
Legal & General Sterling Corporate Bond Index Fund
LGIM Global Corporate Bond Fund
L&G Emerging Markets Government Bond (USD) Index Fund
L&G Emerging Markets Govt Bond (Local Currency) Index Fund
Legal & General High Income Trust
Legal & General Short Duration Corporate Bond Fund
L&G Emerging Markets Short Duration Bond Fund

35.0
14.0
8.5
4.0
3.5
2.5
2.0
0.5

22.5
5.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
2.5
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

12.0
12.0

Alternatives
Legal & General UK Property Fund
Legal & General Global Infrastructure Index Fund
Legal & General Global Real Estate Dividend Index Fund
L&G Commodity Index Fund

7.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

TO FIND OUT MORE
Call 0345 070 8584
Charges may vary

Email fundsales@lgim.com

Visit www.lgim.com/multi-index

Important information
This is not a consumer advertisement. It is intended for professional financial advisers and should not be relied upon by private investors or any
other persons. The views expressed within this document are those of Legal & General Investment Management Limited, who may or may not
have acted upon them. Legal & General Investment Management Limited is and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is the Investment
Adviser to the Legal & General Multi-Index funds, UK authorised unit trusts. The value of investments and any income from them may fall as well
as rise, and investors may get back less than they invest. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Exchange rate changes may
cause the value of any overseas investments to rise or fall. Multi-Index funds are sensitive to interest rate changes. At times, especially over shorter
timescales, lower risk-profiled funds may fall in value by more than higher risk-profiled funds. An increase in medium to long-term interest rates is
likely to reduce the value of an investment in these funds. The funds invest in riskier bonds, known as sub-investment grade bonds. These bonds
pay higher interest rates to try to provide more attractive income returns. The value of property is generally a matter of valuer’s opinion rather than
fact. Details of the specific and general risks associated with the funds mentioned are contained in the Key Investor Information document(s).Legal
& General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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